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Background: Microarray-based gene expression analysis is widely used in cancer research to discover molecular
signatures for cancer classification and prediction. In addition to numerous independent profiling projects, a
number of investigators have analyzed multiple published data sets for purposes of cross-study validation.
However, the diverse microarray platforms and technical approaches make direct comparisons across studies
difficult, and without means to identify aberrant data patterns, less than optimal. To address this issue, we
previously developed an integrative correlation approach to systematically address agreement of gene expression
measurements across studies, providing a basis for cross-study validation analysis. Here we generalize this
methodology to provide a metric for evaluating the overall efficacy of preprocessing and cross-referencing, and
explore optimal combinations of filtering and cross-referencing strategies. We operate in the context of
validating prognostic breast cancer gene expression signatures on data reported by three different groups, each
using a different platform.
Results: To evaluate overall cross-platform reproducibility in the context of a specific prediction problem, we
suggest integrative association, that is the the cross-study correlation of gene-specific measure of association
with the phenotype predicted. Specifically, in this paper we use the correlation among the Cox proportional
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hazard coefficients for association of gene expression to relapse free survival (RFS). Gene filtering by integrative
correlation to select reproducible genes emerged as the key factor to increase the integrative association, while
alternative methods of gene cross-referencing and gene filtering proved only to modestly improve the overall
reproducibility. Patient selection was another major factor affecting the validation process. In particular, in one
of the studies considered, gene expression association with RFS varied across subsets of patients that differ by
their ascertainment criteria. One of the subsets proved to be highly consistent with other studies, while others
showed significantly lower consistency. Third, as expected, use of cluster-specific mean expression profiles in the
Cox model yielded more generalizable results than expression data from individual genes. Finally, by using our
approach we were able to validate the association between the breast cancer molecular classes proposed by
Sorlie et al and RFS.
Conclusions: This paper provides a simple, practical and comprehensive technique for measuring consistency of
molecular classification results across microarray platforms, without requiring subjective judgments about
membership of samples in putative clusters. This methodology will be of value in consistently typing breast and
other cancers across different studies and platforms in the future. Although the tumor subtypes considered here
have been previously validated by their proponents, this is the first independent validation, and the first to
include the Affymetrix platform.
Background
Microarrays have been extensively used in cancer research, and led to the identification of several gene
expression signatures involved in various aspects of cancer pathogenesis. Individual studies have typically
investigated relatively small numbers of samples, making cross-study validation a crucial step for the
scientific community. Use of gene expression data from public repositories has proved difficult due to
inherent differences in microarray platforms, protocols used in independent laboratories, experimental
designs, and annotations for both genes and samples. Several methodologies have been proposed to address
these issues, that depend on the experimental strategies and on the biological and clinical questions. When
samples phenotypes are known, statistical methods which handle data sets separately and then apply
gene-wise meta-analytic approaches, have proven successful, allowing the identification of the statistically
relevant intersections of molecular signatures from different studies [1–4]. As an alternative, the
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assimilation of gene expression measurements, achieved by merging the datasets has also been used to
evaluate molecular signatures obtained from different studies [5–8]. Finally, we previously developed a
method to evaluate cross-platform consistency of expression patterns, using integrative correlation (ICOR).
This technique enables the quantification of cross-study reproducibility without relying on direct
assimilation of expression data across the platforms considered [9, 10].
In this paper we systematically investigate the principal decisions involved in the comparison of studies
conducted using different microarray platforms and evaluate their impact on the overall reproducibility
across studies. We specifically consider gene cross-referencing, expression data processing, gene filtering
and patient selection. To evaluate overall cross-platform reproducibility in the context of a specific
prediction problem, we propose integrative association, that is the cross-study correlation of gene-specific
measure of association with the phenotype predicted. We evaluate cross-study reproducibility both in
terms of individual genes and in terms of profiles or clusters, by considering their centroids [8].
To demonstrate this strategy in a challenging application, we consider the case of predict survival in breast
cancer patients. Microarrays have been extensively used in breast cancer research to identify gene
expression-based predictors for survival and response to therapy, as well as for molecular classification.
However, due to the costs involved with this type of analysis, the need for fresh frozen tumor specimens
with associated clinical information, and other factors, only two genes expression predictors have reached a
prospective clinical trial [11–13]. The analysis of multiple published data sets emerged as the main option
to independently evaluate arrays study results. Here, we evaluate three breast cancer data sets from three
distinct groups, using three different platforms: Sorlie et al. [14], van De Vijver et al. [12] and Huang et
al. [15] (hereafter referred to as the “Sorlie”, “VanDeVijver” and “Huang” studies). To implement
integrative association, we compare the Cox coefficients for the association between gene expression and
relapse free survival (RFS). We apply the ICOR approach to select the genes that are consistently
correlated across the platforms (hereafter referred as the reproducible genes) to validate the breast cancer
taxonomy proposed by Sorlie et al. [5,11,14], that defines the basal-like, ERBB2, luminal A, luminal B and
normal-breast like molecular subtypes. The authors used hierarchical clustering of tumor samples based on
a panel of 534 “intrinsic” genes to identify specific molecular signatures that identified groups of patients
with different clinical outcomes [5, 11,14]. Tumor subgroups were found in two studies [16,17] and the
association with survival was confirmed in an additional study by the same group [5].
3
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The “intrinsic” molecular taxonomy has been recently revised [18], and an expanded gene list (hereafter
referred to as the “new” panel) was obtained from the analysis of a combination of previously published
data sets [14,17,19]. In the same publication the association of the breast cancer subtypes with different
clinical outcomes was also confirmed by using two additional data sets [20,21], and recently the same group
successfully applied the “new” classifier also to the VanDeVijver data set [22]. An important aspect of the
present study is an independent validation of this association by comparing the Cox coefficients for both
“intrinsic” gene lists across the three studies. We consider the study originally used to develop the
“intrinsic” gene set, as well as two additional data sets that were originally used for other purposes. The
first (Huang et al. [15]) reported two gene expression signatures associated with the estrogen receptor (ER)
and lymph node (LN) status in breast cancer patients, while the second (VanDeVijver et al. [12]) proposed
a prognostic signature on a cohort of 295 breast cancer patients. This is the first study to include methods
to rigorously test both individual genes and gene sets for reproducibility across data sets. Finally we are




In this section we present an ICOR-based approach to cross-study analysis of the Sorlie, VanDeVijver and
Huang datasets. We also address major issues related to cross-referencing and gene expression data
processing, by evaluating their impact on concordance of estimates of association across studies. We
evaluated these associations using expression data and RFS or relapse status as response variables. Overall
survival was not used in the analysis, since it was not available for the Huang study.
We collected transcript profiles of 487 primary breast tumors as follows: 104 from the Sorlie study (cDNA
microarray), 295 from the VanDeVijver study (custom Agilent oligo microarray) and 88 from the Huang
study (Affymetrix hgu95av2 oligo microarrays [23]). Normal samples and benign tumors were excluded,
and only cancer patients with complete clinical information were considered in the analysis. The Cox
coefficients were separately computed for each data set, and the correlations in the three possible pairs of
studies (Sorlie versus VanDeVijver, Sorlie versus Huang, and VanDeVijver versus Huang, hereafter
respectively referred to as “SV”, “SH” and “VH”) were used to assess the degree of agreement.
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Impact of alternative cross-referencing procedures to agreement among platforms
A cross-platform comparison of independent expression data sets requires cross-referencing annotated
microarray features. This can be accomplished by either mapping all features from each platform to a
common reference set of identifiers, or by direct comparison of sequence alignments. Both approaches can
be gene or transcript oriented, depending on the cross-referencing identifiers used, or the BLAST [24]
database considered for the alignments (i.e. Entrez Gene identifiers [25], RefSeq [26,27], and so forth). We
applied different mapping strategies and subsequently evaluated their effect on the integrative association
across studies. We re-annotated each platform by mapping the original identifiers to Unigene clusters
(UGC) [28], to Entrez Gene identifiers, and to gene symbols, using two web-based tools, MatchMiner and
SOURCE [29,30]. In addition, we applied a cross-referencing strategy based on direct BLAST alignments
of the array sequences to the RefSeq transcripts. Table 1 summarizes annotations results obtained for all
the common genes, the “intrinsic” gene panels described by Perou et al. Sorlie et al. and Hu et
al. [5, 11,14,18], and for the 70-genes recurrence signature by van’t Veer et al. [12, 17]. Overlaps among the
sets obtained are shown in Figure 1.
The largest overlap across the three data sets was obtained by MatchMiner with UGC identifiers as the
common cross-mapping reference. This approach allowed the identification of a total of 4125 common
genes, containing 354 genes from the original “intrinsic” gene list, 382 from the “new intrinsic” gene panel
and 22 genes from the 70-gene signature. In selecting the overlapping gene set, mappings of a single
original to multiple common identifiers were not allowed, and, in the BLAST-based analysis, the
Affymetrix probe sets that had conflicting individual probe matches were excluded. Unambiguous mapping
to RefSeq transcripts by BLAST strongly reduced the total number of features included in the common set
to 1016. This was mainly due to the two oligonucleotide platforms (Affymetrix and Agilent) for which, in
many cases, probes were not able to discriminate between different transcripts of the same gene, and were
discarded to avoid multiple matching (3351 RefSeq transcripts would have been included in the common
set if multiple matching to RefSeq had been allowed).
We assessed the impact of the different annotation strategies by evaluating reproducibility —defined in
terms of correlation of Cox coefficients across studies— by comparing the largest set obtained (UGC by
MatchMiner) with the smallest one (RefSeq by BLAST). The following correlations were obtained using
the UGC/MatchMiner mappings: SV = 0.115, SH = -0.011 and VH = 0.038; while the results for the
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BLAST alignments were as follows: SV = 0.132, SH = -0.036 and VH = 0.083 (see Table 2 for details).
Overall the agreement among the three studies, irrespective to the mapping strategy used, appeared poor,
and additional data processing was clearly required to increase concordance.
Impact of data standardization and filtering to agreement among platforms
Because the low integrative association may depend on gene expression discrepancies due to platform
differences or to the protocols originally used in each study, we evaluated the effect of alternative data
handling and filtering procedures on the agreement across the platforms. First, we checked whether the
standardization of gene expression data before fitting the Cox models would increase the overall agreement.
As expected, this approach proved useful, since it corrected for the different scales of measurement
represented by the gene expression data used as predictors. After standardization, the following Cox
coefficient correlations were obtained for all the genes in the UCG/MatchMiner set: SV = 0.165, SH =
0.005 and VH = 0.127; while in the case of BLAST alignments the results were as follows: SV = 0.178, SH
= 0.001 and VH = 0.168 (see Table 2 for details). Although standardization increased the overall
agreement across studies, the results were still not satisfying, and we considered gene filtering as an
additional step to increase reproducibility. We decided to perform this type of analysis only on the largest
common set available (UGC by MatchMiner), so that enough genes would be available to fit the Cox model
after filtering. We therefore filtered data by gene variance to discard uninformative genes, and we used the
ICOR method [9] to select the reproducible genes. The two approaches do not exclude each another and
are described below.
Selection of reproducible genes was accomplished by comparing the observed and the null distributions of
the integrative correlations, and by applying several cutoffs corresponding to various false discovery rates
(FDR) [31]. In particular, 3359 UGC genes were deemed reproducible at FDR = 0.1. Of these 2771 UGC
genes were retained at an FDR = 0.01. As expected, when only the reproducible genes were considered,
integrative association increased (see Table 2). However, agreement increased in the SV and VH
comparisons (SV = 0.202 and VH = 0.197), while the SH correlation remained low (SH = -0.002, see Table
2). Alternatively, gene filtering by ICOR could also use fixed cutoffs, rather than FDR (see below and
Table 2).
Additionally, we filtered genes with low variance. This was performed by discarding the same proportion of
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genes in each study, by applying a threshold corresponding to the 30th percentile of the variance
distribution in each data set. This cutoff was determined empirically, in order to balance the increase of
reproducibility with the loss of genes. This approach was combined with the ICOR based gene selection
and resulted in an additional gain in overall agreement between studies. However, the reproducibility
observed in the comparisons involving the Huang study was worse then was observed for the SV pair (SH
= 0.013, VH = 0.2 and SV = 0.228, see Table 2).
Investigation of the Huang data set and impact of sample selection on agreement among studies
Since pairwise comparisons involving the Huang data set consistently showed lower reproducibility than the
SV comparison, we investigated whether this was due to features associated specifically with this study or
the Affymetrix platform in general. Evaluation of the available information, including headers of the CEL
files corresponding to the raw data, indicated that there were three major hybridization batches, based on
the experiment dates and the chip serial number. We thus evaluated these apparent batches for cross-batch
reproducibility, to investigate potential artifacts. We also explored whether batches included patients with
different clinical phenotypes, and consequently whether consistency with other studies was batch-specific.
We first evaluated gene expression data correlations for every pair of samples in the Huang study, using all
the genes on the chip. A heatmap of the pair-wise correlation matrix suggested that all the hybridizations
were fairly homogeneous and comparable across the three batches; pairwise correlations ranged from 0.749
to 0.976 (see Supplementary Materials for details). We furthermore calculated the observed and the null
distributions of the ICORs for each pair-wise comparison between batches. Their density plots confirmed
that the three batches were highly consistent with each other. We therefore concluded that the three
batches were similar in terms of quality of gene expression measurements.
We subsequently investigated the Cox coefficient correlations across the three batches after standardization
of expression. These were 0.167 for the combination of batch 1 and batch 3 versus batch 2, and -0.151 for
batch 1 versus batch 2. We did not compare batch 2 against batch 3 since there were no relapsing patient
in batch 3. All specimens in the third batch corresponded to patients who were LN positive and who
showed longer RFS time and no recurrence of the disease. Collectively these analysis suggested that the
three groups of patients were phenotypically distinct. Additional details on the distributions of clinical
characteristics across the batches are provided in the Supplementary Materials.
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For this reason, we decided to keep the three batches separate and explored whether they were different in
terms of technical consistency with the other two studies. We examined the Cox coefficients correlations
between each batch and the other studies. The second batch was found to have highest correlation. In
particular, when all the genes were used, the comparison with the Sorlie study (hereafter referred to as
“SH2”) showed a Cox coefficients correlation of 0.152, while the comparison with VanDeVijver study
(hereafter referred to as “VH2”) showed an overall agreement of 0.3. We also re-evaluated the overall
agreement after selection of the reproducible genes (as obtained by applying the false discovery rate
approach previously described), and as expected, the correlation of the Cox coefficients substantially
increased: SV = 0.202, SH2 = 0.204, and VH2 = 0.425 with FDR = 0.1; SV = 0.355, SH2 = 0.437, and
VH2 = 0.616 with an ICOR score bigger than 0.25; (see Table 2).
Intrinsic genes signatures validation
We extended our analysis to comparing the agreement of the studies using the prognostic signatures by
Sorlie and colleagues [5, 14], since previously published cross-study comparisons have not assessed the
performance of the intrinsic genes classification on the Affymetrix platform. Of the 534 intrinsic genes, 93
were formally assigned in the original paper [5] to the different clusters associated with the tumor types; 56
genes from this set were present in our UGC common set and were used in this investigation. When this
subset of genes was considered, the Cox coefficient correlation consistently increased across all comparisons
(SV = 0.639, SH2 = 0.686, VH2 = 0.623; see Table 2). As before, the use of ICOR to select the
reproducible genes allowed to further increase the agreement across the studies (SV = 0.763, SH2 = 0.716,
and VH2 = 0.698 with ICOR threshold of 0.25; see Table 2 and Figure 4).
We then investigated the performance of the “centroid gene” for each “intrinsic” cluster, calculated as the
mean expression profile for the genes within each group. Similarly to individual genes, centroids were used
as predictors, and their Cox coefficients for RFS were compared across studies by calculating the
correlation of these coefficients. Overall, centroids proved more powerful and stable than individual genes,
with higher Cox coefficients correlations (SV = 0.851, SH2 = 0.977, and VH2 = 0.93; see Table 2 and
Figure 4). In this case as well ICOR-based genes filtering increased reproducibility across studies. In all
pair-wise comparisons across studies the centroids were ordered in the same way by the Cox coefficients
(see Table 2 and Figure 4). Overall, this analysis was consistent with previously published reports, since
tumor samples expressing luminal A genes displayed reproducible negative Cox coefficients, while ERBB2
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and luminal B tumors were consistently associated with positive coefficients. Although their Cox
coefficients were near zero, normal-like and basal tumors appeared to be associated with a worse prognosis
compared to the luminal A subtype (Figure 4).
We also evaluated the performance of the revised 1300 “intrinsic” genes set recently proposed by Hu et
al. [18]. Mappings for this second list of genes are summarized in Table 1. The Cox coefficient correlations
computed in all the UGC in the common set was higher than that of the old set (SV = 0.313; SH2 = 0.25,
and VH2 = 0.454, see Table 2). Next we evaluated the performance of gene clusters obtained by
hierarchical clustering of the original expression data used by Hu et al. obtained directly from the Perou
lab, since in the original paper [18] the “new” intrinsic genes were not formally assigned to individual
clusters (see Supplementary document for details). Using this definition of subtypes we again show
reproducible negative Cox coefficients for the luminal A subtype and positive coefficients for the ERBB2
and luminal B groups. Centroids proved again more stable than individual genes (Figure 5). Cluster
analysis allowed us to detect additional gene clusters that were used to fit the regression models. Two of
them (namely, the cell cycle control and the pseudo-luminal A clusters) reproducibly associated with a
better prognosis. Furthermore, similarly to what was observed for the old “intrinsic” gene set, all the
clusters were similarly ranked by the Cox coefficients correlation, and the overall concordance across
platforms increased when the reproducible genes, selected by the ICOR score, were used (see Table 2 and
Figure 5).
Discussion
Genomic data analysis investigates the transcriptional activity of thousands of genes simultaneously.
Because of the cost and limited accessibility of biological samples, most genomic investigations use
relatively small numbers of biological samples. While this can provide highly valuable insight on gene
regulation, important biological and medical correlations require a larger sample size. This issue is of
particular relevance in the development and validation of gene expression classifiers for cancer patients, and
for this reason microarray studies have been criticized for the lack of rigorous validation [32,33].
The use of data sets from independent studies has emerged as an important option to overcome this
problem, and our ability to efficiently integrate information from related genomic experiments will be
critical to the success of the massive investment made on genomic studies. To date, multi-study analysis is
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limited by the inherent variability of the technology. Effort must be made to facilitate the transfer and
comparison of results among microarray platforms. Even in the presence of studies that investigate the
same phenomenon, cross-platform inconsistency may arise from various sources, including erroneous gene
mapping. Additional problems may arise from differences associated with the sample collections used in
the various studies, or from the differing clinical annotations. Furthermore, the noise in microarray studies
can differentially affect genes on the various platforms, thus reducing the overall power of the technology
when data are combined. To address these issues, we have developed a simple, transparent, objective, and
cheap analytic approach that selects reproducible genes and allows comparison and validation of
microarray results without assimilating gene expression values from the various studies. In the present
study, we have used this approach to obtain an independent validation of the “intrinsic” gene breast cancer
subtype classification.
Although we have shown here that agreement among microarray platforms can be revealed by thorough
investigations, several issues remain of concern when performing a cross-platform comparison. The first is
how to accurately annotate the microarray features used in each platform. Because genomic and transcript
sequences are continuously updated, mappings become inaccurate with time. In this study we have found,
as previously noted, that different annotation tools [29,30], as well as different annotation methods yield
different results [34]. It has been reported that matching genes at the sequence level is more efficient than
identifier-based mappings [35,36]. However, the accurate identification of the common genes by sequence
alignments (especially when oligonucleotide-based platform are included) resulted in smaller overlapping
sets, when stringent criteria were applied. Moreover, a BLAST-based alignment of a large collection of
genes requires powerful computational resources which are not always accessible, while identifier mapping
methods are currently accessible as web-based tools and have been the most practical option so far. It
seems clear that a balance between accuracy in the mapping procedures and the final number of genes used
in the combined analysis is required. Use of the ICOR emerged as an effective approach to deal with these
issues, since it enables discarding noisy genes, and does not suffer significantly from the potential false
matches that may be present in gene sets obtained by identifiers based cross-referencing.
Second, while standards for microarray annotation [37] have contributed to improved comparability of
technological and experimental variables, significant progress is still needed with regard to comparability of
clinical variables, both in terms of annotation and measurement methodology. For instance, in the
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VanDeVijver study ER status was assessed from microarray data and was encoded as a binary variable, in
the Sorlie study it was assessed by a ligand binding assay and reported as a binary variable, while in the
Huang study immunohistochemistry (and an immunoblot assay to confirm ER negativity status) was used
to define three patients classes (+, ++ and +++). A common definition of ER status information required
converting each measure to a common binary variable, independent of the methodology used. Despite
these compromises, the overall comparison of the Cox coefficients for RFS demonstrated that there are
genes that are reliably associated with clinical phenotypes.
In our analysis of the Huang study, we have identified three distinct batches based on hybridization dates.
These also differ in terms of RFS and LN status. In particular, the first batch contained LN positive and
negative patients characterized by short RFS times, the third batch contained LN positive patients who
did not show recurrence and were observed for longer time intervals, while the second batch was composed
of patients with variable RFS, relapse and LN status. The three groups showed expression data of
consistent quality. The heterogeneity in phenotype made it difficult to identify consistent patterns of
association to RFS, and we could demonstrate good agreement only between the second batch and the
other two tumor collections. This example makes a strong case for giving careful consideration to study
design and ascertainment in integrating microarray studies. The batches that do not show reproducibility
are not necessarily incorrect, but most likely reflect a different empirical association between phenotype
and transcription levels, as a result of the different mix of severity of disease.
The third issue we address is how to combine expression data from various platforms and how to carry out
a cross-study validation of the results from various studies. In previous work, comparative meta-profiling
has been successfully used to examine the similarity of significance values for each gene across various
prostate cancer gene expression data sets, demonstrating a reasonably consistent pattern of gene
dysregulation in prostate cancer compared with normal prostate [1, 2]. The same approach has been
applied to other cancer data sets, to identify a common transcriptional profile consistently activated in
most cancers compared to normal tissues [3]. We have developed the ICOR to assess the reproducibility of
gene expression patterns across studies in both supervised and unsupervised settings. This method has
been applied to select a subset of genes that ultimately show more consistent associations with histological
classification and outcome in human lung carcinomas [8, 9]. These studies indicated the potential for
combined analysis in microarray data. We here use the ICOR approach in breast cancer to identify the
11
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genes that are reproducibly and consistently associated with RFS in three different studies. The
implementation of this method allows the experimental determination of alternative cutoffs to pick up
“reproducible genes”, with the more stringent criteria significantly increasing the agreement among the
three studies considered. In addition, this method, in conjunction with the cross-study correlation among
Cox coefficients, provided a tool to select the gene mappings that not only resulted in consistent expression
but showed similar association with survival across platforms. Furthermore, our approach could be used to
deal with multiplicity in cross-referencing procedures, enabling the selection of the “best” mappings when
there is more than one possibility.
Finally, we successfully validated the “intrinsic genes” from both the Sorlie and Hu studies [5, 18] in our
analysis. It is of note that we have presented here the first independent validation of the molecular
“intrinsic” breast cancer taxonomy, reporting how these sets of genes show higher Cox coefficient
correlations across studies than the complete set of common genes. The ICOR-based gene filtering proved
effective at increasing the agreement across studies. In addition, we have shown that the “centroids” of the
“intrinsic” gene clusters’ are highly correlated with each other across platforms, and that they characterized
the corresponding cancer subtypes more reproducibly than individual genes. In particular, the luminal A
subtype confirmed to be reproducibly associated with a better prognosis than the other subgroups, while
the luminal B and ERBB2 groups showed consistent associations with worse RFS outcomes. The Cox
coefficients for the basal-like phenotype yielded intermediate values. Finally, our analysis used all the
tumors available, while in the original studies and in their validations, not all the patients could be
classified into subtypes and used in the subsequent Kaplan-Meier analysis. This, as well as the difference in
the statistical approach used, could explain the partial divergence that we observed with previous results,
for instance, the lack of a clear association with a worst prognosis for the basal-like tumor subtype.
Conclusions
In conclusion, gene expression data often contains a large amount of noise from various experimental
factors that make it difficult to combine data from various platforms for validation purposes. We have
shown here that our analyses approaches have the potential to provide a robust foundation for the
exploration of microarray data from different platforms, thus being a valuable tool for both the





Expression data were gathered from public repositories and analyzed using the statistical computing
software R [38] with specific add-on packages from the Bioconductor suite [39]. 122 Stanford cDNA
arrays [40] from the Sorlie study were obtained from the Stanford Microarray Database [41]. These arrays
were from five different print-runs. Within-array print-tip loess normalization [42] without background
subtraction [43] was performed separately for each hybridization, while cross-array scale normalization
with limma [44–46] was performed separately for each batch. 8280 IMAGE clones were found to be in
common across the five batches and thus used for all further analyses. Since there were no raw data
available for the VanDeVijver study, 295 pre-processed Agilent long-oligo arrays representing 24479
transcripts were downloaded from Rosetta Inpharmatics [47] and used without further pre-processing. 89
Affymetrix human U95Av2 arrays were collected from the Duke Institute Genome Sciences & Policy [48],
the expression values were obtained after background correction and quantile normalization at the probe
levels with gcrma [49] as implemented in the affy package [50].
Patients Selection
We selected 104 patients from the Sorlie study, 295 from the VanDeVijver study and 88 from the Huang
study. Normal samples, benign tumors and specimens corresponding to patients without evidence of
disease or to patients having incomplete clinical information were not used in the analysis. Of the 487
patients included, 201 with evidence of local recurrence or distant metastasis were counted as failures in
our analysis of RFS. Other clinical parameters, such as tumor size, LN status, ER status, and whether the
patient was under chemotherapy, were also considered as possible cross-platform validation factors.
Microarray Features Annotation
Since three different platforms were considered, the following strategies were used to obtain the overlapping
set of genes across the studies. The original identifiers were collected for each platform: IMAGE clone
identifiers were used for the Sorlie study, GeneBank accession numbers for the VanDeVijver study and
Affymetrix probe sets identifiers for the Huang study. These identifiers were subsequently mapped to a
different common identifier. This task was accomplished by using the two web-based annotation tools,
MatchMiner and SOURCE [29,30]. Different unifying identifiers were then applied to obtain
cross-referencing: UGC identifiers [28], Gene Symbols and Entrez Gene identifiers [25–27]. We also
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performed cross-referencing across platforms using BLAST [24] alignments to RefSeq transcripts: IMAGE
clone alignments to RefSeq were obtained from the IMAGE consortium [51], alignments of individual
Affymetrix probes were obtained from the Lung transcriptome database [35,36,52], while the VanDeVijver
sequences were aligned by BLAST to the last RefSeq release available in March 2006. Only probes showing
a perfect match to the target sequence were further considered in the analysis.
Regression Models
Several regression models were used to explore the relationship between the patients’ clinical characteristics
and gene expression. Logistic regression was used to investigate the association between gene expression
and ER, LN status and tumor size. Gene expression data, relapse status and RFS time were taken together
to fit a Cox model [53] predicting the recurrence of cancer. The following covariates, representing different
patient characteristics, were also added to the Cox models: tumor size, LN status, ER status,
chemotherapy treatment. The regression models were fitted by using the original expression values and the
normalized data, since different scales in expression in the three studies yielded coefficients on different
scales. The genes were standardized by subtracting the mean expression value across patients and by
dividing them by their standard deviation before the fitting.
The correlations among the vectors of gene-specific regression coefficients were used to evaluate the
concordance between each pair of studies. Higher correlations of the coefficients indicate stronger
concordance across studies in how the transcripts associated with the clinical phenotypes. This approach
also allowed the evaluation of the procedures and settings applied in the various steps of our validation
analysis, enabling the evaluation of their impact on ultimate consistency across studies. When the
“intrinsic” gene sets were considered, the Cox coefficients were computed for all the individual genes, for
the “intrinsic” clusters, and for the “centroids” of the clusters, which were obtained as the mean expression
value of the genes within each cluster.
Integrative Correlation Method
Evaluation of the consistency of gene expression across different platforms was performed with the
integrative correlation method [9]. Starting from the expression matrices for the common set of genes in
different studies, we first computed the correlation matrices for all the studies, every row of which measures
the linear relation between the corresponding gene with all the others. For every pair of matrices, we then
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calculated the correlation between corresponding rows, or “correlation of correlations”. We further
averaged the correlation of correlation scores for each gene across all possible pairs of studies, and refer to
the result as the “integrative correlation score”. Since the different platforms had different identifiers, the
cross-referencing process involved redundancy. For instance, multiple IMAGE clones, or probe set
identifiers, could be mapped to the same UGC identifier. For this reason several features on one platform
could refer to multiple features on a different platform, increasing the total number of pairs involved in the
comparison. In this case, we saved all the possible pairing without averaging the gene expression levels.
For example, we found 4125 common UGC across the studies, which corresponded to 11531 possible
cross-referencing mappings. Such multiple mappings were not used to calculate the within-study
correlation matrix. All the analyses above were performed with the add-on R package MergeMaid [10].
Gene Screening Method
In order to reduce noise by irrelevant genes, two approaches of gene selection were applied. One approach
—variance filtering with pre-determined cutoff— was used to remove the genes that were not differentially
expressed within each study. The other approach was based on the integrative correlation calculation
above. To set a threshold, the observed “integrative correlation score” obtained from the original
expression matrices was compared with the “null” integrative correlation score, as obtained by randomly
labeling every row in the original expression matrices. The two distributions were compared using
approximate density functions. Genes that were concordant across platforms were selected based on a
bound on the FDR [31], given by the ratio of the tail probabilities in the empirical and null distributions.
By using alternative FDR cutoffs we could detect the genes with high integrative correlation, the so-called
“reproducible genes”. The cutoffs in both approaches were experimentally determined in our analysis, by
empirically balancing the gain in the reproducibility among data sets with the loss of genes.
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Figures
Figure 1 - Venn diagrams representing genes in common among the three studies
This figure summarized the number of genes in common in the three data sets considered in the present
study. Mappings were obtained by the use of the two web-based tools MatchMiner and Source, and by
direct sequence alignment with the RefSeq database by BLAST. Cross-referencing by identifiers was
accomplished by using alternative mapping systems. Panel A: mapping by UGC obtained with
MatchMiner; Panel B: mapping by gene symbols obtained with MatchMiner; Panel C: mapping by Entrez
Gene identifiers obtained with MatchMiner; Panel D: mapping by UGC obtained with SOURCE; Panel E:
mapping by gene symbols obtained with SOURCE; Panel F: mapping by Entrez Gene identifiers obtained
with SOURCE; Panel G: mapping obtained by BLAST alignment with RefSeq transcripts.
20
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Figure 2 - All the genes with 88 patients from the Huang study
Two-way comparison of Cox coefficients with the 88 patients from the Huang study. 2(A-C) are plots for
all the “common genes” across three studies, whereas 2(D-E) are plots for the highly reproducible
“intrinsic gene clusters”(with integrative correlation more than 0.25): 2(A,D), Sorlie vs VanDeVijver;
2(B,E), Sorlie vs Huang; 2(C,F), VanDeVijver vs Huang.
21
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Figure 3 - All the genes with Huang batch2
Two-way comparison of Cox coefficients for all the gene mappings with Huang batch2. 3(A-C) are plots for
all the “common genes” across three studies, whereas 3(D-E) are plots for the highly reproducible
“intrinsic gene clusters”(with integrative correlation more than 0.25): 3(A,D), Sorlie vs VanDeVijver;
3(B,E), Sorlie vs Huang batch2; 3(C,F), VanDeVijver vs Huang batch2.
22
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Figure 4 - Intrinsic gene clusters
Two-way comparison of Cox coefficients for the “intrinsic gene clusters”. We calculated the mean
expression value of the genes in each cluster as the corresponding “centroid genes”. The bigger dots
represent Cox coefficients of the “centroid genes”, and the bars represent their confidence intervals. Twice
the standard deviance of the coefficients was computed to measure the range of the confidence intervals.
The small dots represent Cox coefficients of the gene mappings for the “intrinsic gene clusters”. The five
different colors identify the five associated breast cancer subtypes; the color scheme for the plot is as
follows: light blue, luminal B; dark blue, luminal A; green, normal breast like; red, basal-like; pink,
ERBB2. 4(A-C) are plots for all the “intrinsic gene clusters”, whereas 4(D-E) are plots for the highly
reproducible “intrinsic gene clusters”(with integrative correlation more than 0.25): 4(A,D), Sorlie vs
VanDeVijver; 4(B,E), Sorlie vs Huang batch2; 4(C,F), VanDeVijver vs Huang batch2.
23
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Figure 5 - New intrinsic gene clusters
Two-way comparison of Cox coefficients for the new “intrinsic gene clusters”. We used the same plot
scheme as Figure 4, and we added two more gene clusters created from the new “intrinsic gene list” by
hierarchical clustering of the original data from Hu et al [18]: black with pseudo-luminal A and gray with
cell-cycle control. 5(A-C) are plots for all the new “intrinsic gene clusters”, whereas 5(D-E) are plots for
the highly reproducible “intrinsic gene clusters”(with integrative correlation more than 0.25): 5(A,D),




Table 1 - Genes in common among the considered studies
Table 1 summarizes the genes that were found to be in common across the three data sets, according to the
various annotation methods that were used. Data are reported for the complete common sets and for the
“old” and the “new” intrinsic gene lists.
MatchMiner SOURCE RefSeqBLAST
UGC SYMBOLS EGID UGC SYMBOLS EGID RefSeqNR
Sorlie et al. 6413 6202 5972 6365 5889 5890 3786
VanDeVijver et al. 17925 16708 15316 17226 14734 14737 4566
Huang et al. 8351 8334 7937 7066 9056 9106 1666
Common 4125 4089 3943 3366 4052 4156 1016
Intrinsic Genes 354 350 342 287 340 348 86
New Intrinsic Genes 382 378 372 154 353 375 87
70-genes -van’t Veer et al. 22 19 19 14 18 19 6
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Table 2 - Correlation of the Cox coefficients under various conditions
Table 2 summarized the correlation of the Cox coefficients for different subsets of genes with various groups
of patients(see details in the method section). Here, “Std” means genes were standardized before fitting
the Cox model; “FDR x” means genes were filtered by FDR cutoff x; “Variance filtering” means
low-variance genes were filtered before the analysis; “NA” means the correlation value is not available; UGI
represents unique gene identifiers, whereas UGCs and Refseqs represents unique gene clusters and Refseqs
transcripts; ICOR is the integrative correlation; “Intrinsic gene clusters” are those genes used to build the
gene clusters; There are five pairs of comparison “SV”(Sorlie versus VanDeVijver), “SH”(Sorlie versus
Huang), “SH2”(Sorlie versus Huang Batch 2), “VH”(VanDeVijver versus Huang) and “VH2”(VanDeVijver
26
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versus Huang Batch 2).
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Analysis of the ``new’’ intrinsic genes list from Hu et al [1]. 
Hu and colleagues recently published [1] a reviewed ``intrinsic’’ gene list obtained from the 
analysis of a completely new patients collection. To develop the new gene set, 105 breast tumor 
samples and 9 normal breast samples, which contained 26 sample pairs, were assayed, using various 
Agilent oligonucleotide microarrays. The same methodology applied by Sorlie et al. [2-4] was used 
to select a list of 1410 features representing 1300 UGC. The main differences between the ``old’’ 
and the ``new’’ gene list were the number of included genes and the use of pre-treatment tumor 
pairs, rather then pre- and post- chemotherapy pairs. Since in the original paper by Hu and 
colleagues genes were not formally assigned to the different clusters, we performed hierarchical 
clustering analysis to obtain the groups of genes to be used in our analysis. Pre-normalized 
expression data used by He et al. were kindly provided by Dr. Charles M. Perou and were not 
further processed. However, in order to be consistent with the mapping strategy we applied in the 
present work to cross-reference the different platforms, we re-annotated the microarrays features 
contained in the ``new’’ intrinsic gene set by using their GenBank accession numbers, as the input 
for the web-based tools MatchMiner and SOURCE [5, 6]. 
382 genes were present in the common set obtained by using UGC and MatchMiner and were 
further used in the analysis. Hierarchical clustering was performed using the Pearson uncentered 
distance and the complete linkage method. The gene tree was cut at a distance equal to 0.31, 








Figure S1 - Hierarchical clustering of the ``new’’ intrinsic gene list 
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Figure S1: Hierarchical clustering of the 382 genes of the ``new’’ intrinsic list, that could be 
mapped in the set of genes in common among the Huang [7], the Sorlie [3, 4] and the VanDeVijver 
[8] studies, as obtained by UGC and MatchMiner. The Pearson uncentered correlation and the 
complete linkage method were used; 9 clusters were find by cutting the three at a distance equal to 
0.31. 
 
Gene clusters were subsequently manually reviewed and genes present in the old intrinsic gene list, 
as obtained from the original paper by Sorlie and colleagues, were used to label them. The basal-
like, luminal A, luminal B, and ERBB2 clusters were readily identified, while none of the genes 
from the normal-like cluster could be retrieved. Several additional clusters were also obtained, 
which were labeled accordingly to the biological processed in which the contained genes were 
involved. The following additional gene clusters were identified: 
· Lymphocyte B/ signal transduction cluster; 
· Lymphocyte T/ Interferon response cluster; 
· Cell cycle control genes cluster; 
· Myst3/Wisp1 cluster; 
· Pseudo-luminal A cluster 
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Identification and evaluation of the Huang study batches. 
Our analysis on reproducibility across the three considered studies [3, 4, 7, 8] showed that all the 
pair wise comparisons involving the Huang data set did not reveal good  reproducibility with 
respect to the other two data sets. For this reason we deeply investigated this study, by looking at 
both expression and phenotype data, to understand whether this was due to any specific feature 
associated with this study or platform. Evaluation of the CEL files headers showed that there were 
three major hybridization batches, if the experiments’ date was considered (see Figure S2). 
 
Figure S2 – Huang batches 
 
Figure S2 – Huang batches: arrays are ordered chronologically the hybridization dates are reported 
on the y-axis. Two major splits are visible after the 17th and the 60th hybridizations. 
 
We subsequently evaluated if the identified batches corresponded to subgroup of hybridizations 
with distinct features or to patients with different clinical characteristics. The correlation of 
expression data for every pair of samples, using all the genes in the Affymetrix hgu95av2 platform 
was calculated and a heatmap of such pair-wise correlation matrix was drawn (see Figure S3), 
which indicated that the expression of genes was fairly homogenous and comparable across all the 
samples, with a range of the correlations between 0.749 to 0.976. 
 
Figure S3 – Huang batches 
 
Figure S3 – Huang batches 
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We also calculated the observed and the null distributions of the integrative correlations of each pair 
wise comparison between batches and the approximate density plots confirmed that the three 




Figure S4a: integrative correlation distributions for the Huang study batches; highly correlated 
genes corresponded to low intensity and saturated genes. This picture shows how the three batches 
are concordant in terms of gene expression. Batch1 and batch 3 are aggregated and compared with 
batch 2. 
 
Considering the hump with high integrative correlation, we filtered those low-variance genes (we 




Figure S4b: integrative correlation distributions for the Huang study batches; highly correlated 
genes corresponding to low intensity and saturated genes were removed. This picture shows how 
the three batches are concordant in terms of gene expression. Batch1 and batch 3 are aggregated and 
compared with batch 2. 
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Since we could conclude that the three batches were similar in terms of gene expression, we 
subsequently evaluated if they were homogeneous in term of clinical phenotypic data. We simply 
plot the RFS survival time as a function of the date of the experiment and a clear increasing trend 
was evident (see Figure S5). 
 
Figure S5 - RFS in the Huang study batches 
 
Figure S5: RFS time in months (y-axis) plotted against the experiments date (x-axis). 
 
Logistic regression analyses using serial number as the predictor variable indicate the presence of a 
temporal trends in the data (see Figure S6).  Note that samples for the recurrence analysis where 
collected later in the study while those used in the lymph node study where arrayed earlier.  Early 
arrays tended to be of ER+, PR+ tumors while those later in the study reflected a mix of subtypes.  
These features are also evident in the tabular analysis that follows. 
 
Figure S6: Logistic regression. 
 
Figure S6: Plot of sub-study (lymph node = 0; recurrence = 1) by array serial number.  The dark 
blue line is the logistic regression line of the recurrence samples on serial number, the light blue and 
the purple one represents the logistic regression line of ER positive and PR positive samples versus 
serial number. The vertical dashed lines delineate our partitions. The red points and green points are 
lymph node samples (LN) and recurrence samples (Re), respectively. 
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For this reason we decided to evaluated the three batches by fitting a Cox model with RFS, the 
relapse status and expression data and to compared the obtained Cox coefficients as estimate of the 
agreement among batches. The correlation of the coefficients for all the genes in the three 
subgroups resulted to be -0.151 for batch1 vs batch2, 0.167 for batch1 vs batch2+batch3. We could 
not compare batch2 with batch3 alone, since no patients in this latter group relapsed. 
 
The tables below report the distributions of other phenotypic variables known for the Huang study 
by sub-study (Lymph Node Positivity or Relapse Status) and/or batch, as we’ve defined them. 
These tables detail differences in cases used in the two analyses and temporal trends in recruitment. 
Table 1 tabulates samples by sub-study and temporal batch.  Samples in the LN sub-study were 
arrayed early in the study while those for the Relapse sub-study where arrayed later.  
 
Table S1.  LN and relapse status 
Samples Included LN Relapse 
Batch one 17 0 
Batch two 20 23 
Batch three 0 29 
 
 
Tables S2 and S3 tabulate ER and PR status by sub-study. Note that there are no ER negative 
tumors and only 1 PR negative tumor in the lymph node sub-study. Batch 1 is comprised solely of 
ER positive tumors and has only one PR negative case. Of the remaining PR negatives, 10 are in 
batch 2, and 12 are in batch 3. Seven of the 15 ER negatives are found in batch 2. 
 
Table S2. ER status by sub-study. 
Samples Included LN Relapse 
ER + 11 14 
ER ++ 8 12 
ER +++ 18 10 
ER – 0 15 
 
Table S3. PR status by sub-study. 
Samples Included LN Relapse 
PR + 17 14 
PR ++ 7 10 
PR +++ 12 5 
PR – 1 12 
 
Table S4 summarizes the distribution of tumor size by batch.  While tumor size does not vary 
appreciably by batch, there appears to be a general trend to smaller tumors as the study progressed. 
 





Median Mean Third 
Quarter 
Max NA 
Batch 1 1.1 1.8 2.5 3.282 4.2 7.5 NA 
Batch 2 0.5 1.725 2.25 2.643 3.075 8.5 1 
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Batch 3 0.2 2 2.3 2.565 3 5 NA 
 
Tables S5 and S6 tabulate samples by their nodal status (positive or negative) and sub-study (S5) or 
batch (S6). Note that all relapse sub-study patients are node positive and, consequently, that all 
batch 3 cases are as well. 
 
Table S5.  Table of lymph node status by sub-study. 
Samples Included Negative Positive 
LN sub-study 19 18 
Relapse sub-study 0 51 
 
Table S6.  Table of lymph node status by batch 
Samples Included LN Negative LN Positive 
Batch one 6 11 
Batch two 13 29 
Batch three 0 29 
 
Tables S7 through S10 tabulate Batch 2 samples according to their sub-study, ER status, PR status 
and relapse status.  Note that in Batch Two, which is the Huang subset that we used in our 




Table S7.  ER versus PR status among lymph node sub-study samples with no relapse. 
Samples Included ER Negative ER Positive 
PR Negative 0 0 
PR Positive 0 11 
 
Table S8.  ER versus PR status among recurrence sub-study samples with no relapse. 
Samples Included ER Negative ER Positive 
PR Negative 0 0 
PR Positive 0 0 
 
Table S9.  ER versus PR status among lymph node sub-study samples with relapse. 
Samples Included ER Negative ER Positive 
PR Negative 0 0 
PR Positive 0 9 
 
Table S10. ER versus PR status among recurrence sub-study samples with relapse.  
Samples Included ER Negative ER Positive 
PR Negative 6 1 
PR Positive 4 11 
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Finally, using the subset of matched intrinsic genes, we compared the coefficients of standardized 
expression measures in logistic regressions of Relapse(1/0) on expression estimated from (1) all 
Sorlie data, (2) the Huang Recurrence sub-study only, (3) Huang batch one only, (4) Huang batch 
two only, (5) Huang batch three only, (6) Huang batch two only, conditioning on a binary indicator 
for sub-study, (7) all Huang data given binary variables for ER and PR positivity and (8) all Huang 
data given ER and PR positivity and serial number.  We fit a separate logistic regression model for 
each matched intrinsic gene under each of these 8 scenarios. For each regression fit, we saved the 
estimate of the coefficient of the expression variable and collected these estimates into eight vectors, 
each corresponding to a scenario. Table S10 tabulates correlation coefficients for each pair of 
scenarios.  The more highly correlated two scenarios are, the more reproducible the relationship 
between expression and relapse. Note that the scenario most highly correlated with the Sorlie data is 
(4) unadjusted Huang batch 2. 
 
Table S10.  Correlations of study to study and sub-study expression estimates 
 
 
These results suggest a significant level of sub-study to sub-study variability within the Huang 
study. This appears to be due to the fact that the three ‘batches’ differed with respect to patient RFS 
time, relapse status and LN status.  All specimens in the third batch, indeed, corresponded to 
patients who were all LN positive and who showed longer RFS time and no recurrence of the 
disease. Collectively these evaluations showed that the three groups of patients, although not 
different in terms of gene expression data, were distinct in terms of relapse free survival and LN 
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